
BR, RB only: Underetand 'teat what follows is ey paraphrase of what I've been written by a 
reporter friend whose character is the highest but, if he has more than the avermge reporter's 
eidowled,ge of aseaaeinatians still keowne little and is led into aelf-deceptione by his own 
concern and good intentions. He has spoken to Cyril, who is preparing a long piece on nmy 
findings" (ugh!). Cyril claims there in a picture of the front neck eyed but it was taken 
from somewhat to the aide. Sine it was a side view only, i t:ink tou can come up with your 
own interpretations of what thin forecasts. 	also forocaiis that 'his findings" will be 
strongly opeosed by "other" Kennedy doctors! Imogene thin genius who sees in Lattiner what 
the rest of us are too stupid to see! 'Ibis will not be as clear to NB, but 1 knows he is 
farright, extremist right in politics. And had never had any Kennede or ilaraball contact. 
cyril has personalised all kiss tiettecene and it is now a campaien against him he antici-
pates. This interview sae long after Lyril got my kunanswered) letter/Warning. So, our 
new knight in that ebening armor visualises a stn.:gel-a between hi;znelf and the keneedye 
and their lackeys! iershall he describes as 'hysterical" is his op esition to Cyril. No 
doubt this explains his lotting 6yril in. Is there a bettor explanation than Hbyeterian 
By Ivreeeamal yet? Cyril hasn't decided between two laternatdvea: that Lattimer and the panel 
are both incenpetent or deliberately serve "Ketablishment" interests. So, he atija. doesn't 
understand the writings of both, ubioh is ample testimony to his own competence. And this is 
after teeding two ports of Aland my extensive back.groubding and explanations so he could 
testify in t e Nalleek hearing. For Ars Jenefit, they reported with creditable accuracy 
but misrepresented and eisinteremeted. They are not incompetent. From this I would deduce 
th t Cyril's extensive preparations did not include rereading the panel report, which I 
sent him and I suspect bud later did also, or rereading, if be copied it, ley writing which 
I also loaned his in confidence. (I do kW* he oopied a picture of those I loaned his on 
the same basis.) FYI: Ian word from Morgan. No cm ant of any kind free those who disaereed 
with me begin. ing so long ago, and no answer (BM) to the lettemeI aunt long enough ago 
for them to have been answered, except for the exception in the enclosed, which has been 
accumulating until you mond your new coliege aderess. AB: I have not been giving ey rather 
limited correspondence any distribution except in most caeca to BBe..If it is easy to misread, 
especially with a mind intecvening, I find in what I have just gotten confirmation of ny 
lees kind suspicions about yril and his intentions and read into all of this the workiO 
of his on etnd as it casts-him in the role he wants but knows is not his. I don't eep,ose 
the average decent woman finds the role of a whore coneenial. BW 


